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Chapter 4 Trees 

Preliminaries 

Tree definitions 

If you already know what a binary tree is, but not a general tree, then pay close attention, 
because binary trees are not just the special case of general trees with degree two.  I use the 
definition of a tree from the textbook, but bear in mind that other definitions are possible. 

Definition. A tree T consists of a (possible empty) set of nodes. If it is not empty, it consists of a 
distinguished node r called the root of T and zero or more non-empty subtrees T1, T2, …, Tk such 
that there is a directed edge from r to each of the roots of T1, T2, …, Tk. 

Definition. A forest is a collection of non-empty trees. You can always create a tree from a 
forest by creating a new root node and making it the parent of the roots of all of the trees in the 
forest. Conversely, if you lop off the root of a tree, what is left is a forest. 

I assume that you are familiar with the terminology of binary trees, e.g., parents, children, 
siblings, ancestors, descendants, grandparents, leaf nodes, internal nodes, external nodes, and so 
on, so I will not repeat their definitions here. Because the definitions of height and depth may 
vary from one book to another, I do include their definitions here, using the ones from the 
textbook. 

Definition. A path from node n1 to node nk is a sequence of nodes n1, n2, …, nk such that ni is the 
parent of ni+1 for 1 ≤ i < k. The length of a path is the number of edges in the path, not the 
number of nodes.  

Because the edges in a tree are directed, all paths are “downward”, i.e., towards leaves and away 
from the root. The height of a node is the length of the longest path from the node to any of its 
descendants. Naturally the longest path must be to a leaf node.  The depth of a node is the length 
of the path from the root to the node. The root has depth 0.  All leaf nodes have height 0.  

The height of a tree is the height of its root.  The degree of a node is the number of children of 
the node. The degree of a tree is the maximum degree of the degrees of its nodes. The tree on 
the next page has height 3 and degree 6. 
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It is not hard to see that a tree with N nodes must have N-1 edges because every node except the 
root has exactly one incoming edge.  How many edges are in a forest with N nodes and K trees? 

Applications of General Trees 

A general tree is useful for representing hierarchies in which the number of children varies.  
• In a file system, a node represents each file, and if the file is a directory, then it is an internal 

node whose children are the files contained in the directory. Some file systems do not restrict 
the number of files per folder, implying that the number of children per node is varying and 
unbounded. 

• In computational linguistics, as sentences are parsed, the parser creates a representation of 
the sentence as a tree whose nodes represent grammatical elements such as predicates, 
subjects, prepositional phrases, and so on. Some elements such as subject elements are 
always internal nodes because they are made up of simpler elements such as nouns and 
articles. Others are always leaf nodes, such as nouns. The number of children of the internal 
nodes is unbounded and varying. 

• In genealogical software, the tree of descendents of a given person is a general tree because 
the number of children of a given person is not fixed. 

Tree implementations 

Because one does not know the maximum degree that a tree may have, and because it is 
inefficient to create a structure with a very large fixed number of child entries, the best 
implementation of a general tree uses a linked list of siblings and a single child, as follows. 

General tree of unknown degree 
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A tree node is an element and a left-child and next-sibling pointer: 

struct  TreeNode  
{ 
 Object  element; 
 TreeNode *  firstChild; 
 TreeNode * nextSibling; 
}; 

 
The following sibling tree would represent the above tree. 
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General Tree Traversal: An Example.  
An algorithm to print the files and folders in a directory hierarchy: 
 

void  listAll( int depth = 0) const 
{ 
     printname(depth); 

if (isDirectory() ) 
     for each child c in this directory 
          c.listAll(depth + 1); 
} 

The above algorithm is a pre-order traversal because it visits the root of every subtree prior to 
visiting any of the children, and when it visits the children, it does so in a “left-to-right” order.  A 
general tree has no notion of left and right, but the algorithm creates one. If printname() 
prints a word with depth tabs preceding it, then this will print an indented listing of the directory 
tree, with files at depth d having d tabs to their left. 
 

One can also define post-order traversals of general trees, but there is no single notion of in-order 
traversal because of the fact that the number of subtrees varies from one node to the next and the 
root may be visited in many positions relative to its children. 
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Binary Trees 

A binary tree is not a general tree because in binary trees the left and right subtrees are 
distinguished from each other.  A binary tree is either empty or has a root node and a left and 
right subtree, each of which are binary trees, and whose roots are children of the root of the tree.  
The book uses the following implementation of a binary tree node. 
 

struct BinaryNode 
{ 
            Object  element; 
            BinaryNode *left; 
            BinaryNode *right; 
}; 

 

The most important applications of binary trees are in compiler design and in search structures. 
The binary search tree is an important data structure. I assume that you are familiar with them 
from the previous course. The goal here is to look at how they can be implemented using C++. 

The Search Tree ADT-Binary Search Trees.  

Binary search trees are binary trees that store comparable elements in such a way that insertions, 
deletions, and find operations never require more than O(h) operations, where h is the height of 
the tree.  Formally, 

Definition.  (S, R) is an ordered set if S is a set and R is a binary relation on S.  

Definition.   If x is a node, element(x) is the element contained in node x. 

Definition.  A binary search tree for the ordered set (S,”<”) is a binary tree in which  for each 
node x,  element(x) ∈ S, and for every node z in the left subtree of x,  element(z) < element(x), 
and for every node z in the right subtree of x, element(x) < element(z). 

It is important to realize that binary search trees use an implicit ordering relation to organize their 
data, and that a comparison operation must always be defined for this data. 

A binary search tree must support insertion, deletion, find, a test for emptiness, and a find-
minimum operation.  It would also be useful to support a list-all operation that lists all elements 
in sorted order. Since it is a container (an object that contains other objects), it needs to provide 
methods to create an empty instance of a binary search tree, or to make a new tree as a copy of 
an existing tree, and to destroy instances of trees. 

Algorithms 

Most tree algorithms are expressed easily using recursion.  On the other hand, to do so requires 
that the parameter of the algorithm is a pointer to the root of the current node, but this is a 
problem, because one does not want to expose to the object’s clients the node pointers. Nodes 
should be hidden from the object’s clients. Put another way, the clients should not know and not 
care how the data is structured inside the tree; in fact, they should even know that it is a tree!  
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The binary search tree should be a black box with hooks to the methods it makes available to its 
clients, and no more. 

Therefore, the sensible solution is to create a “wrapper” method that the client calls that wraps a 
call to a recursive function. This is exactly how the find, insert, and remove functions work.  
Below are their implementations. I skip the implementations of everything else. You should not 
skip them though; you have to make sure you understand how this class implementation works! 

find 

The find algorithm is a recursive algorithm. If the current node is empty, return an indication that 
it is not in the tree, otherwise if the element  is smaller than the current node’s element, look in 
the left subtree otherwise if it is larger look in the right subtree, otherwise it is equal.  

insert 

Insertion is similar. If the current node is empty, we reached the point where the element is 
supposed to be but it is not there, so insert it there. Otherwise, if the element to be inserted is 
smaller than the current one, insert in the left, otherwise, if it is larger, insert it in the right, 
otherwise it is equal and thus should not be inserted. 

remove 

The deletion algorithm is the most complex. It depends on how many children the node to be 
deleted has. If no children, it is easy: just delete the node. If it has one child, delete the node and 
make the only child the child of the node’s parent. If it has two children, then find the smallest 
node in the node’s right subtree and copy it into the node, effectively deleting that element. Then 
delete the node that it came from. That node cannot possibly have two children because if it did, 
one would have to be smaller than the node, contradicting the assumption that it was the smallest 
node in the right subtree. 

Implementation of a Binary Search Tree Node 

The book implements binary search trees using some fairly clever coding techniques.  Some of 
the techniques are hard to follow. In these notes I clarify the more difficult or subtle aspects of 
the implementation and omit discussion of the rest. The class interface for a binary search tree 
node follows. Notice that its constructor is private but that the BinarySearchTree class is a 
friend. The only objects that can create nodes are tree objects. 
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 template <class Comparable> 
 class BinarySearchTree; 
 
  template <class Comparable> 
  class BinaryNode 
  { 
            Comparable element; 
            BinaryNode *left; 
            BinaryNode *right; 
            BinaryNode( const Comparable & theElement, BinaryNode *lt, BinaryNode *rt ) 
              : element( theElement ), left( lt ), right( rt ) { } 
            friend class BinarySearchTree<Comparable>; 
  }; 

The Class Interface 
Part of the BinarySearchTree interface follows. 
 
        template <class Comparable> 
        class BinarySearchTree 
        { 
          public: 
            explicit BinarySearchTree( const Comparable & notFound ); 
            BinarySearchTree( const BinarySearchTree & rhs ); 
            ~BinarySearchTree( ); 
            const Comparable & findMin( ) const; 
            const Comparable & find( const Comparable & x ) const; 
            bool isEmpty( ) const; 
            void insert( const Comparable & x ); 
            void remove( const Comparable & x ); 
            const BinarySearchTree & operator=( const BinarySearchTree & rhs ); 
 
          private: 
            BinaryNode<Comparable> *root; 
            const Comparable ITEM_NOT_FOUND; 
            const Comparable & elementAt( BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            void insert( const Comparable & x, BinaryNode<Comparable> * & t ) const; 
            void remove( const Comparable & x, BinaryNode<Comparable> * & t ) const; 
            BinaryNode<Comparable> * findMin( BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            BinaryNode<Comparable> *  

find( const Comparable & x, BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            BinaryNode<Comparable> * clone( BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
        }; 
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Algorithm Implementations 

For the algorithms to work as prescribed,  the private member functions return a pointer to a 
binary node, but the corresponding public member functions return the element contained in the 
node. To make this happen, the author uses the elementAt() function, defined below. 
 
        template <class Comparable> 
        const Comparable & BinarySearchTree<Comparable>:: 
        elementAt( BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const 
        { 
            return t == NULL ? ITEM_NOT_FOUND : t->element; 
        } 
 
Notice that it returns the constant Comparable ITEM_NOT_FOUND if the pointer is NULL, and 
the element in the node if the pointer is not NULL. 
 
Here is the public wrapper for the find method. 
        template <class Comparable> 
        const Comparable & BinarySearchTree<Comparable>::find( const Comparable & x ) const 
        { 
            return elementAt( find( x, root ) ); 
        } 
 
Here is the private find member function that it calls: 
 
template <class Comparable> 
BinaryNode<Comparable> *BinarySearchTree<Comparable>:: find( const Comparable &  x, 
                                                     BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const 
 { 
     if( t == NULL ) 
          return NULL; 
     else if( x < t->element ) 
           return find( x, t->left ); 
     else if( t->element < x ) 
           return find( x, t->right ); 
     else 
            return t;    // Match 
} 
 
Insertion is similar: 
 
        template <class Comparable> 
        void BinarySearchTree<Comparable>::insert( const Comparable & x ) 
        { 
            insert( x, root ); 
        } 
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        void BinarySearchTree<Comparable>:: 
        insert( const Comparable & x, BinaryNode<Comparable> * & t ) const 
        { 
            if( t == NULL ) 
                t = new BinaryNode<Comparable>( x, NULL, NULL ); 
            else if( x < t->element ) 
                insert( x, t->left ); 
            else if( t->element < x ) 
                insert( x, t->right ); 
            else 
                ;  // Duplicate; do nothing 
        } 
 

Deletion is the same idea, but the algorithm is different, as I described above. The deletion public 
member calls the private remove member, copied below. The remove function calls a findMin() 
function to find the minimum element in a given subtree. findMin() has a public and a private 
recursive version. 
 
        template <class Comparable> 
        const Comparable & BinarySearchTree<Comparable>::findMin( ) const 
        { 
            return elementAt( findMin( root ) ); 
        } 
        template <class Comparable> 
        BinaryNode<Comparable> * 
        BinarySearchTree<Comparable>::findMin( BinaryNode<Comparable> *t ) const 
        { 
            if( t == NULL ) 
                return NULL; 
            if( t->left == NULL ) 
                return t; 
            return findMin( t->left ); 
        } 
 
        template <class Comparable> 
        void BinarySearchTree<Comparable>:: 
        remove( const Comparable & x, BinaryNode<Comparable> * & t ) const 
        { 
            if( t == NULL ) 
                return;   // Item not found; do nothing 
            if( x < t->element ) 
                remove( x, t->left ); 
            else if( t->element < x ) 
                remove( x, t->right ); 
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            else if( t->left != NULL && t->right != NULL ) // Two children 
            { 
                t->element = findMin( t->right )->element; 
                remove( t->element, t->right ); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                BinaryNode<Comparable> *oldNode = t; 
                t = ( t->left != NULL ) ? t->left : t->right; 
                delete oldNode; 
            } 
        } 
 

Examples of search trees.  
This sequence of insertions: 
 5  3  7  2  9   8  4  6  1  
results in this tree of height 3.  

5

3

1

62 4

7

9

8

 
In contrast, 

9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1 

produces a tree of height 8.  The order in which the keys are inserted determines the height of the 
tree.   

Performance Analysis 

The insertion, deletion, and search algorithms all take a number of steps that is proportional to 
the height of the tree in the worst case. Deletion may involve a larger constant than insertion and 
search because of the extra steps involved, but it still does not visit more nodes than the length of 
the longest path in the tree. The running time of these algorithms is therefore dependent on the 
depth of the tree. Hence the question, what is the expected height of a binary search tree? 
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The preceding example shows that the order of insertions affects tree height and that in the worst 
case the height is O(N).  But what about the average height?  To clarify the picture, we can 
assume that keys are positive integers. Since the actual numeric difference between successive 
keys does not affect the shape of the tree, we might as well assume that a tree with N nodes 
consists of the integers 1 through N. In other words, we get the same tree with the sequence 1,2,3 
as we do with 1, 20, 400 or 2, 23, 800, so we assume that the sequence is 1,2,3,…,N. 

If the first key to be inserted is the number i, with 1 <= i <= N, then this determines how many 
nodes are in the left and right subtrees: there must be (i-1) nodes in the left subtree and (N-i) 
nodes in the right subtree. This is true of every subtree of the tree. 

Definition. The internal path length of a tree is the sum of the depths of all nodes in the tree.  

Let D(N) denote the expected internal path length of some arbitrary tree T with N nodes. 
Suppose that the root is the number i. Then the left subtree has (i-1) nodes and it has expected 
internal path  D(i-1).  To get from the root to any node in the left subtree requires traversing one 
extra edge, so the total expected path length of the left subtree starting at the root is D(i-1) + (i-
1). Similarly, the right subtree has an expected path length of D(N-i) + (N-i). This leads to the 
recurrence: 

D(1) = 0 
D(N) = D(i-1)  + D(N-i)  + (i-1) + (N-i)  = D(i-1)  + D(N-i)  + N-1  

 

If all sequences 1,2,…,N are equally likely then there is a uniform 1/N probability that the first 
number will be i . In other words, the root may be any of 1,2,3,…,N with equal probability, and 
hence, the average height is 
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It will be shown later that D(N) is O(N log N). Therefore the average binary search tree has a 
total path length of O(N log N), implying that the average path is length O(log N).   
 

This shows that on average, insertions, deletions, and finds are O(log N) operations if the trees 
are constructed randomly from N keys.  But if trees are subjected to deletions, then their shapes 
will change because the deletion algorithm favors one side or the other. To avoid this, the 
deletion algorithm could alternate between choosing the smallest element in the right subtree and 
the largest in the left subtree. If this is done, it has been shown, then the expected depth will be 

( )NΘ .  

A more interesting solution to the problem was invented by Tarjan in the early 1980s and the 
technique was subsequently generalized to other problems. He invented self-adjusting trees, 
which after each operation restructured the tree to make future operations more efficient. 
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Balanced Binary Search Trees 

We can define a perfectly balanced binary search tree with N nodes to be a complete binary 
search tree, one in which every level except the last is completely full.  A perfectly balanced 
BST would have guaranteed O(log N) search time. Unfortunately it is too costly to rebalance 
such a tree after each insertion and deletion.  We need a tree with a weaker balancing condition. 

AVL Trees 

An AVL tree (AVL for the names of its inventors, Adelson-Velskii and Landis) is a binary 
search tree with a balancing condition that is relatively inexpensive to maintain.   
 

Definition. An AVL tree is a binary search tree in which, for every node in the tree, the heights 
of the left and right subtrees of the node differ by at most 1. 
 

Examples 

H G

M

A

D E

M

h=2, N=4 h=1, N=2

h=0, N=1

 
Each of these trees satisfies the balancing condition. The following trees are not AVL trees 

H

A

D

M

T

D

K

T

 

A

AVL Tree Search 

A search takes O(h) time. Later we will see that the height of a tree is at worst O(log n), so that 
searching takes O(log n) time. 
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AVL Tree Insertion 

An insertion increases the height of some subtree by 1. Consider traveling up the tree from the 
point of insertion, inspecting the balance condition at each node.  The first node found that is out 
of balance can be out of balance in one of 4 ways. An analysis shows that of the 4 different 
cases, two are symmetric. There are therefore 2 theoretical cases and their symmetric 
counterparts.  Let A be the node of greatest depth that is out of balance. 
 
1. The insertion was in the left subtree of the left child  of A 
2. The insertion was in the right subtree of the left child  of A 
3. The insertion was in the left subtree of the right child  of A 
4. The insertion was in the right subtree of the right child  of A 
 
Cases 1 and 4 are symmetric and are resolved with an LL or RR rebalancing. 
 
Cases 2 and 3 are symmetric and are resolved with an LR or RL rebalancing. 
 

Single Rotation 
This is the LL rotation. The RR is symmetric. 

B

A

Y

Z

B

A

X Y Z

LL

X

 
LL and RR are single rotations. RL and LR are double rotations.  Single rotations are easier to 
understand and implement. Double rotations require slightly more work. 
The single rotation does not increase the height of the tree rooted at the unbalanced node.  To see 
this you have to observe the following facts. Let h be the height of tree X after the insertion. The 
tree rooted at B has height h+2. 
1. Since all nodes below B are in balance, the tree rooted at A is in balance,  

height(X) – height(Y) < 2 

If height(Y) = height(X) after the insertion, then before the insertion, the tree rooted at B would 
not have been an AVL tree, since the left subtree of B would have had the same height that it has 
after the insertion, and it is not an AVL tree now.  Therefore, height(X) = height(Y) +1.   
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2. Since the tree is not an AVL tree now, height(X) - height(Z) >= 2. If height(X) - height(Z) > 

2, then it would not have been an AVL tree before the insertion, so height(X) - height(Z) = 2. 
3. It follows that height(Y) = h-1, height(Z) = h-1. 
4. After the rotation, the left subtree of A has height (h+1) and the right subtree has height (h-

1+2) = (h+1). Thus the tree has height h+1, which is the height that the tree was prior to the 
insertion. 

This shows that the subtree rooted at B is restored to the height it had prior to the insertion, 
which implies that no further rebalancing is necessary. 

Double Rotation 
 

C

B

X

Y

Z

A

V

LR C

B

X
Y

Z

A

V

 
The double rotation is required because the single rotation would not rebalance in this case. Try 
it. To do the double rotation, travel up the tree from the point of insertion until you reach a node 
that is no longer in balance. Call this node C. The right subtree of the left child of C has grown in 
height by 1.  We don’t know whether it is the left or right subtree of this tree, but it does not 
matter. The diagram shows the rotation. Let the root of the right child of the left child of C be B. 
To do the double LR rotation, make B the new root, make its parent A its left child and make the 
old root, C,  the right child of B. Because B is now the root and it has two children, it must give 
up its old subtrees for adoption. It gives Y to A and V to C, as illustrated. 

The rotation reduces the height of the tree by 1 for similar reasons as above.  If h is the height of 
Y (or V)  after the insertion, then height(X) must be h also. Height(Z) must be h+1. It cannot be 
less. Why?  After the rebalancing, the tree rooted at B has height h+2, which is the height it has 
prior to insertion.  

Analysis of Insertion Time 

If no rotation is performed, the insertion takes O(h) steps.  If a rotation is performed, regardless 
of which it is, the height of the rebalanced subtree is reduced to what it was prior to the insertion. 
(So then how can a tree grow in height?) 
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This implies that the height of the tree after rebalancing is the height that it was before the 
insertion. Therefore, since the tree was an AVL tree before the insertion, all ancestor nodes were 
in balance and they remain in balance after the insertion and rebalance.  This implies that once 
the rebalancing has been done, the insertion is complete. Rebalance takes constant time; 
therefore insertion takes O(h) steps for the search plus a constant for the rebalancing. 
 
 

Example 
 

M

R

D

J

A

M

R

D

J

A

 
 

AVL Tree Deletion 

Deletion from an AVL tree is more complicated than insertion.   First of all, the basic deletion 
algorithm is the same as that of an unbalanced BST: if a node is a leaf, delete it; if it has one 
subtree, make the subtree the child of the node’s parent, and if it has two subtrees, replace it with 
the in-order successor or predecessor and delete that node. 

Having deleted the node, the height of some subtree has been reduced by 1.  This reduction in 
height might have caused some node on a path from that node up to the root to lose its balance 
condition. Let B be the first node on the path back to the root whose balance condition is now 
violated. 

It doesn’t matter that the condition was caused by a deletion – one of the four rebalancing 
algorithms will rebalance the tree that is out of balance. The question is, how do we know which 
to do?  The wrong choice will leave the tree unbalanced. I will come back to this soon. 

The other problem is that rebalancing may make the height of the tree smaller. (After an 
insertion, rebalancing always restores the tree to its height before the insertion, but after a 
deletion, it may not change the height at all!) Unlike the insertion problem, where the height had 
increased and is now restored to what it was before, in deletion, the height was diminished, and 
now rebalancing may diminish it again. This implies that the parent of the node whose tree was 
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just rebalanced may now have an imbalance condition, requiring that its tree be rebalanced, and 
then its parent might need it, and so on until we reach the root. When we finally get to the root, 
we rebalance and the process stops there. The time for a deletion is therefore O(h) steps to find 
the node and delete it, and O(h) rebalancing steps in the worst case.   

The textbook does not provide a deletion algorithm, but I do.  The proof that it is correct is 
tedious, but I include it because, if for no other reason, I need to prove to myself that it is correct. 
So here we go. 

Suppose that we delete a node from the right subtree of a node, C. Assume that the tree was 
balanced prior to the deletion but that after the deletion it is not balanced. Let h be the height of 
the right subtree. Then the left subtree is of height h+2. Unlike the unbalanced tree that results 
from an insertion, the resulting unbalanced tree may have more than one leaf node in the left 
subtree at height h+2.  I claim the following: 

Lemma. Suppose that C is the root of an AVL tree in whose right subtree a deletion has 
occurred, and all subtrees of C are balanced. Suppose that t is a pointer to C and that 
height(t->left) – height(t->right) = 2. Then an LL rotation at t will rebalance the tree if and only 
if height((t->left)->left) >= height((t->left)->right) and an LR rotation will rebalance the tree 
otherwise.  

Proof. 

First I prove that if height((t->left)->left) >= height((t->left)->right) then an LL rotation will 
rebalance the tree. I do this in two steps, separating the case of unequal heights from equal 
heights. the Assume that the tree is rooted at C. Assume also that t is a pointer to C, that the 
height of the right subtree is h, and consequently that the height of the left is h+2. 

 
Case 1:  height( (t->left)->left ) > height( (t->left)->right ) 

In this case, the left subtree of A is deeper than the right subtree. Since A is an AVL tree, the 
height to the bottom of one or both of Y or V is exactly h+1. It is possible that one is one level 
taller than the other. Before the LL rotation, the tree will be as is depicted in the next figure. 
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C

B

X Y

Z

A

V

h
h+2

Case 1
 

The figure below shows the tree after the LL rotation at the root. The tree now has height h+1, 
and the bottoms of X and Z are at the same height, and one or both of Y and V have their bottom 
nodes at this height as well. This proves that the LL rotation rebalances the tree.   
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A
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h+1h+1

Case 1, after the LL rotation
 

Case 2:  height( (t->left)->left ) = height( (t->left)->right ) 

If the heights of the left and right subtrees of A are equal, then it means that either Y or V has 
nodes at depth h+2 in the tree, or possibly both.  
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After the LL rotation, the tree will be as shown below. The height of the right subtree of A will 
still be h+2 relative to the pointer t, and the tree remains an AVL tree. 
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Case 2, after the LL rotation

h+1

 
This proves that the LL rotation will rebalance the tree if the height of the right subtree of the left 
child is not greater than that of the left subtree of the left child. To prove that the LR rotation will 
fail if this condition is true, consider the tree in Case 2, but with height(Y) = height(V) - 1.  In 
this case, height(Y) = h-2 and height(X) = h. After the LR rotation at C, the resulting tree will be 
unbalanced at node A: 
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You can see that the height difference between the left and right subtrees, X and Y, of A is now 
2. This shows that an LL rotation must be applied in this case. An LL must also be applied in 
Case 1 for the same reason, because the Case 1 tree will have both Y and V of height h-2. 

Case 3:  height( (t->left)->left ) < height( (t->left)->right ) 

In this case the depth of the bottom of X is h+1, and the depth of the bottommost nodes of one or 
both of Y or V is h+2, as shown below. After an LR rotation, the tree will be as shown in the 
next figure. The bottoms of X and V are at h+1, and one or both of Y and V is at h+1, and if one 
of them is not, then it is at height h, since node B was balanced prior to the rotation, implying 
that the shorter one can be at most one level shorter than the other. This proves that the last case 
is true. 
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I leave it as an exercise for you to show that if an LL rotation were tried in this case, the tree 
would be unbalanced afterwards. 

Worst case AVL Trees (Fibonacci Trees) 

Do AVL trees have O(log N) depth in the worst case? To answer this question, we can try to 
determine the tallest possible AVL trees with a fixed number of nodes. It turns out to be easier to 
do the converse, namely given an AVL tree of height h, what is the least number of nodes in it?  
These minimal AVL trees are worst case trees, because they pack the least nodes possible for 
their height. 

Let S(h) be the number of nodes in a minimal AVL tree of height h. If T is a minimal AVL tree 
of height h, then its left and right subtrees must also be minimal AVL trees. Furthermore, their 
heights differ by at most 1. This means that one is of height h-1 and the other is of height h-2, 
because the root adds 1 to the height of each. This leads to the recurrence relation: 

S(0) = 1  
S(1) = 2 
S(h) =  S(h-1)   + S(h-2)  + 1 

Notice that the recurrence looks similar to the Fibonacci number recurrence relation.  If you 
write out the first few terms you get 1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 20, 33, 54.  It is easy to prove by induction that 
S(h)  = F(h+2) – 1, where F(k) is the kth Fibonacci number. If we write instead fk as the kth 
Fibonacci number, then you can see that the Fibonacci recurrence is of the form 

(1)  222211 −−−− +++= kknnn fafafaf L

in which k=2 and a1=a2=1: 
(2)  21 −− += nnn fff
which can be rewritten as 
(3)  021 =−− −− nnn fff
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A recurrence in this form is called a homogeneous linear recurrence with constant coefficients. 
All such recurrences have solutions of the form  

n
n crF =  

Therefore, the Fibonacci equation is  
(4)  021 =−− −− nnn crcrcr
which is equivalent to  
 (5)   0)1( 22 =−−− rrcr n

This has two non-zero solutions, which we can denote 1φ  and 2φ . I.e., )(1 nφ  and )(2 nφ  are 
functions that satisfy equation (5). 
  

Since )(1 nφ  and )(2 nφ  are both solutions to (5), so is their sum 21 φφ + , since if  
)2()1()( 111 −+−= nnn φφφ  

and  
)2()1(()( 222 −+−= nnn φφφ  

then 
)2()2()1()1()()( 212121 −+−+−+−=+ nnnnnn φφφφφφ . 

and so is any linear combination of them 21 φφ ba +  as well. The initial conditions of the 
Fibonacci sequence are used to find a unique solution. In other words, we have two equations 
with two unknowns, a and b: 
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Solving these, a  = -b = 1/( 21 φφ −  ).  Since  

2
51

1
+

=φ   and  
2

51
2

−
=φ  

we have that  

 F(k) = 
hh
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⎠
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⎝

⎛ −
−⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
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51
5
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is the unique solution satisfying the initial conditions.  This is the non-recursive formula for the 
kth Fibonacci number. It follows that 
 

 S(k) = 1
2

51
5

1
2

51
5

1
22
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−⎟⎟
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Since the second term 
2

2
51

+

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
h

vanishes as k increases, and the third term is negligible, 
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If we let  

n = kk

h

618.11708.1618.1618.244.0
2

51
5
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2

⋅≈⋅⋅≈⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ +
+

 

and solve for k, we get   
  kn ⋅≈ 6942.0log2

or k = 1.44 log n. This means that the height of an AVL tree with n nodes is at most  roughly 
1.44 log n.  In other words, the height of an AVL tree is about 45% taller than the height of a 
perfectly balanced full tree with n nodes, in the worst case. 

If h is the least h for which N <= S(h) then the height of an AVL tree with N nodes is at most h, 
because if it were h’ >  h,  then S(h’) <= S(h) for h < h’ and it would follow that we could 
remove some nodes from the tree of height h’ to make it height h and have an AVL tree of height 
h with fewer than S(h) nodes. 

Therefore, the AVL trees that are minimal trees of height h act as worst case trees: any tree with 
fewer than S(h) nodes has height less than h. 
It follows that AVL trees have O(log n) height in the worst case. 
 

An AVL tree interface 
The author’s AVL tree interface is included below, with the deletion implementation added by 
me. 
 
     template <class Comparable> 
        class AvlTree; 
 
        template <class Comparable> 
        class AvlNode 
        { 
            Comparable element; 
            AvlNode   *left; 
            AvlNode   *right; 
            int        height; 
 
            AvlNode( const Comparable & theElement, AvlNode *lt, AvlNode *rt, int h = 0 ) 
              : element( theElement ), left( lt ), right( rt ), height( h ) { } 
            friend class AvlTree<Comparable>; 
        }; 
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    template <class Comparable> 
        class AvlTree 
        { 
          public: 
            explicit AvlTree( const Comparable & notFound ); 
            AvlTree( const AvlTree & rhs ); 
            ~AvlTree( ); 
 
            const Comparable & findMin( ) const; 
            const Comparable & findMax( ) const; 
            const Comparable & find( const Comparable & x ) const; 
            bool isEmpty( ) const; 
            void printTree( ) const; 
 
            void makeEmpty( ); 
            void insert( const Comparable & x ); 
            void remove( const Comparable & x ); 
 
            const AvlTree & operator=( const AvlTree & rhs ); 
 
          private: 
            AvlNode<Comparable> *root; 
            const Comparable ITEM_NOT_FOUND; 
 
            const Comparable & elementAt( AvlNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
 
            void insert( const Comparable & x, AvlNode<Comparable> * & t ) const; 
            AvlNode<Comparable> * findMin( AvlNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            AvlNode<Comparable> * findMax( AvlNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            AvlNode<Comparable> * find( const Comparable & x, AvlNode<Comparable> *t )  
const; 
            void makeEmpty( AvlNode<Comparable> * & t ) const; 
            void printTree( AvlNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            AvlNode<Comparable> * clone( AvlNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
 
                // Avl manipulations 
            int height( AvlNode<Comparable> *t ) const; 
            int max( int lhs, int rhs ) const; 
            void rotateWithLeftChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k2 ) const; 
            void rotateWithRightChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k1 ) const; 
            void doubleWithLeftChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k3 ) const; 
            void doubleWithRightChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k1 ) const; 
        }; 
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I include the implementations of the insertion methods and nothing else. These are the only items 
of interest. 

Insertion Implementation 
template <class Comparable> 
void AvlTree<Comparable>::insert( const Comparable & x, AvlNode<Comparable> * & t ) 
const 
        { 
            if( t == NULL ) 
                t = new AvlNode<Comparable>( x, NULL, NULL ); 
            else if( x < t->element ) 
            { 
                insert( x, t->left ); 
                if( height( t->left ) - height( t->right ) == 2 ) 
                    if( x < t->left->element ) 
                        rotateWithLeftChild( t ); 
                    else 
                        doubleWithLeftChild( t ); 
            } 
            else if( t->element < x ) 
            { 
                insert( x, t->right ); 
                if( height( t->right ) - height( t->left ) == 2 ) 
                    if( t->right->element < x ) 
                        rotateWithRightChild( t ); 
                    else 
                        doubleWithRightChild( t ); 
            } 
            else 
                ;  // Duplicate; do nothing 
            t->height = max( height( t->left ), height( t->right ) ) + 1; 
        } 
 

Deletion Implementation 
 
template <class Comparable> 
void AvlTree<Comparable>::remove( const Comparable & x, AvlNode<Comparable> * & t ) 
const 
{ 
 if ( t == NULL ) 
  // can't delete from an empty tree 
  return; 
 
 if ( x < t->element ) 
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 { 
  // delete from the left subtree 
  remove( x, t->left ); 
   
  // check if the heights of the subtrees are now too different 
  if ( height( t->right ) - height( t->left ) == 2 ) // unbalanced 
   // right subtree too tall relative to left 
   // Which rotation to use depends on whether the left subtree of the  
   // right subtree is larger, or the right of the right is larger. 
   // If the left is larger we MUST use  
   if ( height((t->right)->right) >=  height((t->right)->left) ) 
    rotateWithRightChild( t ); 
   else 
    doubleWithRightChild( t ); 
 } 
 else if( t->element < x ) 
 { 
  // delete from the right subtree 
  remove( x, t->right ); 
  if( height( t->left ) - height( t->right ) == 2 ) // unbalanced 
   // left subtree too tall 
   if( height((t->left)->left) >= height((t->left)->right) ) 
    rotateWithLeftChild( t ); 
   else 
    doubleWithLeftChild( t ); 
 } 
 else { // delete this node 
  if ((t->left != NULL) && (t->right != NULL) )  // two non-empty subtrees 
  { 
   t->element = findMin(t->right)->element; 
   remove(t->element, t->right); 
   if ( height( t->left ) - height( t->right ) == 2 ) // unbalanced 
    // left subtree too tall 
    if ( height((t->left)->left) >= height((t->left)->right) ) 
     rotateWithLeftChild( t ); 
    else 
     doubleWithLeftChild( t ); 
  } 
  else { 
   AVLNode<Comparable>* OldNode = t; 
   t = (t->left != NULL)? t->left : t->right; 
   delete OldNode;    
  } 
 } 
 if ( NULL != t ) 
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  t->height = max( height( t->left ), height( t->right ) ) + 1; 
} 
 
template <class Comparable> 
void AvlTree<Comparable>::rotateWithLeftChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k2 ) const 
        { 
            AvlNode<Comparable> *k1 = k2->left; 
            k2->left = k1->right; 
            k1->right = k2; 
            k2->height = max( height( k2->left ), height( k2->right ) ) + 1; 
            k1->height = max( height( k1->left ), k2->height ) + 1; 
            k2 = k1; 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * Rotate binary tree node with right child. 
         * For AVL trees, this is a single rotation for case 4. 
         * Update heights, then set new root. 
         */ 
template <class Comparable> 
void AvlTree<Comparable>::rotateWithRightChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k1 ) const 
        { 
            AvlNode<Comparable> *k2 = k1->right; 
            k1->right = k2->left; 
            k2->left = k1; 
            k1->height = max( height( k1->left ), height( k1->right ) ) + 1; 
            k2->height = max( height( k2->right ), k1->height ) + 1; 
            k1 = k2; 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * Double rotate binary tree node: first left child. 
         * with its right child; then node k3 with new left child. 
         * For AVL trees, this is a double rotation for case 2. 
         * Update heights, then set new root. 
         */ 
template <class Comparable> 
void AvlTree<Comparable>::doubleWithLeftChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k3 ) const 
        { 
            rotateWithRightChild( k3->left ); 
            rotateWithLeftChild( k3 ); 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * Double rotate binary tree node: first right child. 
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         * with its left child; then node k1 with new right child. 
         * For AVL trees, this is a double rotation for case 3. 
         * Update heights, then set new root. 
         */ 
        template <class Comparable> 
        void AvlTree<Comparable>::doubleWithRightChild( AvlNode<Comparable> * & k1 ) 
const 
        { 
            rotateWithLeftChild( k1->right ); 
            rotateWithRightChild( k1 ); 
        } 
 
 
 

B-Trees 

AVL trees and other binary search trees are suitable for organizing data that is entirely contained 
within computer memory. When the amount of data is too large to fit entirely in memory, i.e., 
when it is external data, these structures perform poorly. This is because of the enormous 
disparity in access times between memory accesses and disk accesses. The  big-O analysis may 
show that a search is ( O(log n)) in the worst case, but it hides the fact that the constants may be 
extremely large.  

The problem is that disk accesses are typically 1000 times slower than in-memory accesses. For 
example, consider a disk revolving at 10,800 RPM, current state of the art. One revolution takes 
1/180th second.  Since on average, we need to seek one half a rotation,  we need 1/360th of a 
second to begin reading the data, or about 3 msec. In 3 msec., a typical CPU can execute about 
75,000 instructions.   If we use a binary search tree as a disk’s file index, then every node access 
requires time equivalent to 75,000 disk accesses! 

One solution is to increase the degree of the tree, so that the tree is flatter and fewer disk accesses 
are needed. More time is spent in the CPU to find the right node, but that is small compared to 
disk I/O. In 1970, R. Bayer and E. McCreight discovered (or invented, depending on your point 
of view) a multi-way tree called a B-tree. The strategy underlying the B-tree idea is to flatten the 
tree, making it a high degree, and pay the bill by doing more work inside each internal node, 
possibly a search through a list of children, to find the correct child. Even resorting to a linear 
search of an array of children’s keys is worth the effort, since it saves the equivalent of hundreds 
of thousands of instructions. 

The textbook defines a slight variation on the original B-tree idea. 
 
Definition.  A B-tree of order m and L is an m-ary tree with the following properties: 
1. The data items are stored in the leaves. 
2. The interior nodes store up to m-1 keys, K1, K2, ..., Km-1.  Key Ki is the smallest key in 

subtree Ti+1 of the node. 
3. For all keys in a given node, K1 < K2 < … < Km-1. 
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4. All interior nodes except the root have between ceil(m/2) and m children. 
5. If the root is not a leaf node, then it has between 2 and m children. 
6. All leaf nodes are at the same depth. 
7. If the tree has at least ceil(L/2) data items then all leaf nodes have between ceil(L/2) and L 

children. 

The figure below shows an internal node of a B-tree of order m. It has m subtree pointers, P0 
through Pm-1. 
 

T1 TmKm-1Tm-1.....T3K2T2K1
 
 
 
 
Note about terminology. 
The term "leaf node" in the above definition refers to the nodes that hold data items exclusively. 
These leaf nodes are a different type of nodes from the interior nodes, which store pointer and 
keys. The definition, part 5, states that the root of the tree may be a leaf node or an interior node. 
When the first few items are inserted into the tree, there are not enough of them to require an 
interior node. Therefore, the tree consists of a single leaf node.  As soon as there are enough data 
items to warrant two leaf nodes, an interior node is created with pointer to the two leaf nodes. 
 
Determining Values for m and L 
The design of a B-tree should take into consideration the size of a disk block, the size of a disk 
block address, the size of a data item, and the size of the key. For example, suppose a disk block 
is 4096 bytes, disk addresses are 4 bytes long,  a data item is a 512 byte record, and a key is 32 
bytes long.  Since a node has m-1 keys and m children, we need 32(m-1) + 4m bytes per interior 
node. Solving for the largest m such that 36m-32 <= 4096, we get m = 114.  8 data items fit in a 
disk block.  It follows that the way to minimize disk reads is to let m = 114 and L = 8.  Each time 
a block is accessed, all keys for a given node are loaded, and the appropriate subtree can be 
determined.  A more accurate analysis should really be done, to account for actual search time, if 
m starts getting very large (because keys are small compared to block sizes). 
 

B-Tree Search 

To search using a B-tree requires either linear searching or binary searching through the keys in 
each node.  If binary search is used, each node requires O(log m) comparisons.  When the leaf 
node s finally reached, the data items can be searched linearly or using binary search. The 
number of disk accesses is equal to the height of the tree, which is O(logm n). 
 

B-Tree Insertion 

Inserting into a B-tree is much more complex than into an AVL tree.  This is because the 
requirements are more stringent. The number of children must be controlled in both leaf nodes 
and interior nodes. An insertion can cause a leaf node to exceed its child limit. When this 
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happens, the node must be split into two nodes each with fewer children. This split in turn might 
cause the parent node’s child limit to be exceeded, and so on. The algorithm is roughly: 
 
Search the tree for the place to insert x. If x is already in the tree, return. 
 
If the leaf node has fewer than L children, insert x into the appropriate position and return. 
Otherwise, split the leaf into two leaves, one having ceil((L+1)/2) and the other having 
floor((L+1)/2) items.  
 
Recursively do the following: 
If the parent has fewer than m children, 
    insert the new leaf into the parent node and update the keys of the parent so that  
    there is a new key for the new leaf. 
Otherwise,  
    split the parent into two nodes, a left and a right, making the first ceil(m/2) nodes 
    children of  the left parent node and  the remaining children into the  
    right parent node. 
    If the parent node has a parent, then insert the newly created node into the parent 
    of the parent, and let the parent be the parent of the parent, and repeat these steps. 
    If not, this is a root. Create a new root and make the two nodes children of the new root. 
 
Notice that the tree grows in height only as a result of the root node being split. This is an 
extremely rare event. The tree reaches a height of h (measured as the number of edges from the 
root to the leaf nodes) as a result of h-1 splitting operations. A tree of height h of order m and L 
has at least  data items. For example, if m = 20, L = 40 and h = 4, the tree 
has at least 40,000 data items and the root split just 3 times!  What is the most data items in this 
tree?  If a tree has 40,000 items, what is the least height it would have, given m and L? 

⎡ ⎤( ) ⎡ 2/2/2 1 Lm h ⋅⋅ − ⎤

B-Tree Deletion 

Deleting a node from a B-tree is as complex as B-tree insertion. A worst-case deletion may 
require deleting nodes all the way up to the root. If it makes it that far, the root is deleted and  the 
height of the tree is diminished by 1. 

The problem with deletion is that a node may have too few children after a deletion. In that case, 
nodes are merged. Merging is the opposite of splitting. The node is merged with the node to its 
left, unless it is the leftmost node, in which case it is merged with the node to its right. If the total 
number of nodes in the combined node is greater than L, then merging cannot be done, in which 
case data is borrowed from the adjacent node to replace the item that was deleted.  

If merging takes place, then the gap in the sequence of child trees is filled in by moving all 
sibling trees to the left to fill in the place of the node that was deleted.  If the parent node now 
has too few children, i.e., less than ceil(m/2), then the parent node is merged with a sibling of the 
parent, combining their children into a single node. The method of doing this is  very 
straightforward.  If this merging cannot be done, then borrowing is used instead, taking a child 
tree from the neighbor to replace the subtree that was merged. 
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This process can repeat all the back to the root.  If the root has fewer than ceil(m/2) children, it is 
okay as long as it has at least two children. If it has only one child node, the root is deleted and 
this child node becomes the new root. 
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